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BE THE MATCH: Donate To
Save a Life

SOCHI EVENTS

Al Gomez from Be The Match paid us a visit on
January 17th, 2019. Be The Match is one of the
largest bone marrow registries that work to pair bone
marrow donors with thousands of people affected by
life threatening disease. Operated by the National
Bone Marrow Donor Program (NMDP), Be The Match
insures to guide every family in their transplant
journey while they continue their mission on curing
cancer and saving lives.

Next Month: Open House

About 70% of patients who do need a transplant
because of a blood related disease like lymphoma or
leukemia do not have have a donor in their
immediate family. That is when they turn to Be The
Match to assist them in their search for their loved
family members donor. Their registry currently
includes about 20 million donors ready to assist
patients in their bone marrow transplant, but there is
still more work to be done since many patients still
have yet to find a donor to change their life. Check
out our full article on Sochi.edu to discover the
different ways Be The Match assist their community.

Last month: Santa's Visit
Jan 17h: Be The Match

Our MA students are always so focused!
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Meet Debbie
Debbie’s ability to teach students of all ages is
validated by her educational accomplishments.
Debbie graduated from Saginaw Valley State
University with a Bachelor of Arts in Secondary
Education majoring in Physical and Health
Education (Summa Cum Laude). Debbie’s
experience exemplifies her commitment to
physical and health education.
Debbie’s vast range of experiences include: K-12
Physical and Health Education Teacher, Adjunct
Health and Wellness Instructor, Gymnastic
Instructor, AFAA Group Fitness Instructor, ACE
Personal Trainer, and NASM Certified Personal
Trainer.

PTA Perfect Attendance
Students
It's proven that students
with better attendance end
up with paralleled grades.
This shows that showing up
to school more often
directly correlates with an
increase in grade point
average. All of our students
work hard to ensure that
they are jumping right over
any obstacles that hinder
them from showing up to
school on time. In fact, the
group of Physical Therapy
Aide students listed on the
right have seemingly put in
a bit of extra work since
they are at 100% attendance!
Be sure to congratulate
them in the halls in passing.

Apinchapong, Tess
Arias, Christina
Avelar, Alondra
Chapman, Salina
Cucci, Jade
Grigoryan, Vardan
Gutierrez, Osnid
Ishikawa, Kuniaki
Kachachyan,
Khoren
Magilian, Michael
Marshall, Justin
Melgar, Andrew
Rodriguez, Jennifer
Solares, Yasmin
Smith, Steven
Salazar, Maria
Zenopyan, Mary
Zizumbo, Diana

Debbie competed at the class 1 gymnastic level in
high school. Debbie won the National Physique
Committee (NPC) Miss Michigan Fitness
Champion in 1999 and NPC Michigan Natural
Body Building Champion in 2000. Debbie has also
served as a group fitness instructor, and Sunday
school teacher at In His Presence Ministries.
Debbie enjoys kickboxing, hip-hop dance, and
designing clothes.

SOCHi Stands With
Our Teachers
The United Teachers Los Angeles union has been
on a strike against current working conditions
caused by funding cuts to the education
department. Millions of teachers have left their
classrooms to adorn themselves in red and protest
in the streets. Currently, 2,000 substitutes on
reserve and many school staff have been left to
tend to the students without teachers.

The demands of UTLA are not just limited to
increasing teacher salaries, indeed, the go much
further than that. After funding cuts to LAUSD
over the years, class sizes have increased and
staff sizes have decreased. It is not odd to hear of
one math teacher managing 40 students in a
classroom of 30 seats (which is already too
crowded) or a school with a school nurse only
scheduled to come in twice a week. There is a lack
of school counseling, arts, and supplies while
standardized tests and charter school populations
are on the rise. The main complaint is that school
is becoming more of a monotonous scheme and
every day staff and mostly students are reaping
the consequences.

